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A new electrolyte system using isoxazole as the salt dissolving solvent has been developed and studied for lithium metal batteries.
By using ﬂuoroethylene carbonate (FEC) as an additive and 1,1,2,2-tetraﬂuoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetraﬂuoropropyl ether (TTE) as a
diluent for localized high concentration electrolyte (LHCE), isoxazole-based electrolytes were successfully implemented in lithium
metal batteries, demonstrating excellent lithium metal protection capability. Utilizing several advanced characterization techniques
(including synchrotron-based X-ray absorption spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy), the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI)
formed on the Li-metal anode after employing these electrolytes was thoroughly investigated. The high ionic conductivity of
isoxazole at low temperature and the low impedance of SEI formed in LHCE signiﬁcantly improved the low-temperature
performance of Li-sulfurized polyacrylonitrile (SPAN) batteries, delivering 273.8 mAh g−1 capacity at −30 °C with 99.85%
capacity retention after 50 cycles.
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For the research and development of the rechargeable lithium-ion
and lithium metal battery systems, electrolyte engineering has been
recognized as a critically important part of ensuring stable cell
operation.1–6 During the formation cycles, insoluble electrolyte
decomposition products deposit on the electrodes, forming solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the anode and cathode electrolyte
interphase (CEI) on the cathode. These interphases passivate the
electrodes and prevent further electrolyte decomposition. In addition
to the critical role of contributing to interphase protective capability,
the ionic conductivity of electrolyte also needs to be considered,
which directly determines the battery kinetics and affects fast
charging capability and low temperature performance.
Most of the electrolyte engineering studies have been focusing on
electrolyte formulation by optimizing the salts, solvents, additives,
and their combinations, especially the development of additives for
improving interphasial properties.7,8 Recently, it has been reported
that changing electrolyte concentration is a very effective approach,
which can alter the solvation structure and change the interphasial
properties. Zhang’s group9–11 designed several high concentration
electrolytes (HCE) and localized high concentration electrolytes
(LHCE), demonstrating highly enhanced Li metal passivation as
well as high voltage cathode protection.
Since most of these studies have been focused on using two types
of electrolyte solvents, carbonates and ethers, exploring different
types of novel solvents and studying their electrochemical properties
will open new approaches for future electrolyte designs. Our
previous work identiﬁed a highly promising electrolyte solvent,
isoxazole (IZ),12,13 which has high ionic conductivity and a low
melting point. Electrolytes using IZ demonstrated considerably
improved low-temperature performance of Li/graphite cells. cells.
In this work, the stability of IZ for lithium metal batteries (LMB) is
systematically studied. Four different IZ-based electrolytes were
prepared, including two LHCE electrolytes with different solvent/
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diluent volume ratios, where IZ was used as an electrolyte solvent
and 1,1,2,2-tetraﬂuoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetraﬂuoropropyl ether (TTE)
was used as a diluent ( in the rest part of this paper, all the LHCE
are referred to this formulation with IZ:TTE volume ratio of 1:3 as
LHCE-TTE3 and 1:4.5 as LHCE-TTE4.5). The molecular structures
of the Lithium bis(ﬂuorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) salt, IZ solvent, FEC
additive, and TTE diluent are shown in Fig. 1. Compared with 1 M
LiFSI-IZ electrolytes without TTE diluent, both LHCEs exhibited
considerably improved SEI passivation ability. The effects of using
different IZ/TTE volume ratios were also studied. Better performances of Li-Li, Li-Cu, and Li-SPAN cells were obtained when
using LHCE with a lower IZ ratio, which had more FSI− in solvation
structure and mainly formed anion derived SEI with sulfur-speciesrich and F-rich components. At low temperatures, Li-SPAN batteries
using LHCE-TTE4.5 electrolyte with lower IZ/TTE ratio demonstrated superior performance than the LHCE-TTE3. Beneﬁtted from
the more stable SEI formed in LHCE electrolyte, the Li/SPAN cell
using LHCE-TTE4.5 delivered 340.7 mAh g−1 at −20 °C and 273.8
mAh g−1 at −30 °C respectively with 99.85% capacity retention
after 50 cycles at −30 °C. This is much better than the higher IZ:
TTE ratio LHCE-TTE3 electrolyte. In contrast, as reported before,14
the capacity of the cell using baseline electrolyte of 1 M LiFSI in
1,3-dioxolane/1,2-dimethoxyethane (DOL/DME) dropped signiﬁcantly at low temperature.
Experimental
Electrolyte and electrode preparations.—Battery grade lithium
bis(ﬂuorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI), IZ, FEC, and TTE were used. The
electrolytes were made by dissolving LiFSI in IZ or IZ/TTE
mixtures inside an Ar-ﬁlled glove box. Speciﬁcally, 1 M LiFSI in
IZ, 1 M LiFSI in IZ with 10% vol. FEC, 1 M LiFSI in IZ/TTE
(volume ratio: 1: 3) with 10 vol% FEC, and 1 M LiFSI in IZ/TTE
(volume ratio: 1: 4.5) with 10 vol% FEC were prepared. For SPAN
electrodes, the SPAN slurry was prepared by mixing active material
(SPAN powder, 80 wt%), conducting agent (super P carbon, 10 wt
%) and binder (Polyvinylidene ﬂuoride, PVDF, 10 wt%), then
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R=ρ

l
A

Where l is the distance between the electrodes, A is the Pt electrode
area, R represents solution resistance, and ρ is the resistivity. To
obtain the l and A constant of the cell, a standard solution of 1 wt%
KCl was used.

Figure 1. Structures of isoxazole (IZ); Lithium bis(ﬂuorosulfonyl)imide
(LiFSI); Fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC); 1, 1, 2, 2-tetraﬂuoroethyl-2, 2, 3,
3-tetraﬂuoropropyl ether (TTE).

dispersing the mixture by N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) to make a
slurry. Afterward, the slurry was uniformly coated onto Al foil and
vacuum dried at 80 °C overnight. The dried SPAN electrodes were
punched into ½ inch diameter discs with an active material mass
loading of ∼4 mg.
Electrochemical measurements.—Li/Cu cells were assembled
using Li foil and Cu foil and tested following method 2 in Zhang’s
work to measure the Li metal’s coulombic efﬁciency (CE).15 The
total charge (Qt) was 5 mAh cm−2, cycled charge (Qc) was 1mAh
cm−2 and cycled number was 10. After obtaining the ﬁnal stripping
capacity (Qs), CE was calculated using the equation below:
CE =

nQc + Qs
nQc + Qt

The cycling performance of Li/Li symmetric cell was measured at a
current density of 1 mA cm−2 with a stripping/plating capacity of
1mAh cm−2. The galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of Li/SPAN
cells were tested using a Neware bttery cycler. The 2032-type coin
cells were assembled inside an Ar-ﬁlled glove box using a
polypropylene (Celgard 3501) as separator. The Li/SPAN cells
were cycled between 1.0 ∼ 3.0 V, using a current density of
0.1 A g−1. Li/SPAN cells were activated at room temperature at
0.05 A g−1 for two cycles to stabilize interphases for the lowtemperature electrochemical performance test. Afterward, charge/
discharge performance at −20 °C and −30 °C were tested using
MTI battery cycler and Tenney environment chamber. The Li/Cu,
Li/Li and Li/SPAN coin cells mentioned above used 70 μl electrolyte for electrochemical characterizations. The impedance of the low
temperature cycled cell was tested using an impedance analyzer
(BioLogic SAS) at the open circuit voltage in a frequency range
from 100 mHZ to ∼1 MHz to collect electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) data.
For measuring ionic conductivity, EIS was conducted using
symmetric cells with two platinum electrodes symmetrically placed
in the electrolyte solution. After collecting EIS spectra via an
impedance analyzer (BioLogic SAS) at the open circuit voltage
and a 1 HZ ∼ 100 kHz frequency range, at controlled temperatures
using Tenney environment chamber, solution resistance at various
temperatures was obtained, and it can be converted to ionic
conductivity following the equation:16 The reciprocal of resistivity
(ρ) is the ionic conductivity.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray ﬂuorescence
(XRF) imaging, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and hard
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (HAXPES) characterizations.—
To study the morphology of deposited Li, 1.0 mAh cm−2 of lithium
was deposited on Cu foil at a current density of 1.0 mA cm−2 in Li/
Cu cells after 10 cycles. Then, cells were disassembled, after
washing and drying, the harvested Cu foils were mounted onto a
SEM holder and imaged using a Hitachi SEM 4800 at the Center for
Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) of the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL). The XRF imaging and Sulfur K-edge XAS
data were collected at the 8-BM (TES) beamline of the National
Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS II) of BNL. Before the
synchrotron characterization, the cycled Cu foils in Li/Cu cells
were collected, washed, and dried, then cut into 5 × 5 mm2 pieces,
sealed between Kapton tape and polypropylene thin ﬁlm then
mounted onto the sample holders. The HAXPES measurement was
carried out at beamline 7-ID-2 of NSLS II at BNL. Samples were
transferred to the beamline under Argon gas and introduced into the
vacuum chamber to minimize exposure to air. The Li foil collected
from cycled SPAN cells were mounted onto sample holder after
washing and drying. Photon energy selection was obtained using a
double-crystal monochromator. Measurements were made with a
400 mm diameter hemispherical electron analyzer mounted perpendicular to the photon propagation direction and parallel to the
electric polarization direction.
Results and Discussion
Four different IZ-based electrolytes were studied to understand
the compatibility of IZ for Li metal and Li-SPAN system.
Formulations of electrolytes are 1 M LiFSI in IZ (denoted as EIZ),
1 M LiFSI in IZ with 10% FEC (denoted as EIZ-FEC), 1 M LiFSI in
isoxazole/TTE (volume ratio: 1: 3) with 10% FEC (denoted as
LHCE-TTE3), and 1 M LiFSI in isoxazole/TTE (volume ratio: 1:
4.5) with 10% FEC (denoted as LHCE-TTE4.5), respectively. The
reason for choosing volume ratios of 1:3 and 1:4.5 is based on the
limited solubility of LiFSI in isoxazole. Because diluent is not able
to dissociate salts, if the amount of diluent were increased further
(more than 4.5), the salt would not be fully dissolved and
precipitated salt would be observed after storage. Li/Li symmetric
cell cycling performance was tested at a current density of
1 mA cm−2 with an areal capacity of 1 mAh cm−2, and results are
shown in Fig. 2a. Because of the instability between IZ and Li
anode, the Li/Li cells using EIZ electrolyte suffered fast overpotential build-up and cell shortening after ∼16 h. However, when
10% FEC additive was introduced to the electrolyte, Li/Li cell life
span was successfully extended to ∼270 h with small overpotential
during cycling. This could be ascribed to the FEC-generated SEI. To
further improve the cyclability of LMB and the stability between
solvent and Li metal, LHCE, which has been identiﬁed as an
effective way by providing low viscosity, low cost, and ability to
form anion derived SEI to passivate and protect Li metal anode, was
further studied. Herein, two LHCE systems with different solvent/
diluent ratios, LHCE-TTE3 and LHCE-TTE4.5 were prepared. In
Fig. 2a, compared to the EIZ and EIZ-FEC, more stable overpotentials were observed for Li/Li cells using LHCE-TTE3 and
LHCE-TTE4.5, indicating that stable SEI formed on lithium metal
anode (LMA) in LHCE. The improved interphase protection also
enabled a longer cycling life, especially for cells using LHCETTE4.5. The Li/Li cell cycled for more than 450 h without short-
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Figure 2. (a) Electrochemical performances of Li/Li symmetric cells using different isoxazole-based electrolytes; (b) Coulombic efﬁciency of Li/Cu cells and
the voltage proﬁles.

circuiting. Figure 2b shows the voltage proﬁles of the Li/Cu cells
used for CE evaluation using the protocol proposed by Zhang et al.15
with details in the experimental section. Among these four different
electrolytes, LHCEs showed CEs of 98.5% for LHCE-TTE3 and
98.6% for LHCE-TTE4.5, both are higher than that of EIZ-FEC
(98.3%) and the ether electrolyte (1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME)
(95.4%). These values are much higher than the reported CE
(89.8%) for the conventional electrolyte using 1 M LiPF6 in ECEMC with 2% vinylene carbonate (VC) tested under the same
condition.17 It is worth pointing out that most of the LiFSI salts were
dissociated only in IZ due to the limited salt solubility of TTE.
Therefore, with a smaller IZ amount in LHCE-TTE4.5, there should
be more FSI− anions inside the solvation shell, and thus more anion
derived species could be generated to form a better SEI leading to a
better electrochemical performance. According to the electrochemical performance of the Li/Li and Li/Cu cells, better Li metal
passivation was achieved using LHCEs. Further interphase characterizations were carried out on the cycled Li/Cu cells to have a
better understanding of the effects of this solvent/diluent ratio on
electrochemical performances. The deposited lithium morphology
(top view and cross section view) was imaged using SEM. Loose
deposited Li and cracks of the deposited Li was observed using
baseline DOL/DME electrolyte (Figs. 3a and 3b). Compared with
the deposited Li using LHCE-TTE3 electrolyte (Figs. 3c and 3d),
which also show cracks and loose contact with Cu substrate, quite
different morphology was observed for cells using LHCE-TTE4.5
electrolyte (Figs. 3e and 3f): Large granular particles with much
denser and compact deposited Li were observed. This could result in
less side reactions with electrolyte, and eventually higher CE,18 due
to decreased surface area.
It has been reported in the literature that in LHCE electrolytes,
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is shifted to the
anion, generating an anion-derived interphase.19 Sulfur is the unique
element in FSI− only, not in any of the solvents. Therefore, sulfur Kedge XAS was carried out to identify the composition of the sulfur
species from FSI− reduction in the interphase of cycled Li/Cu cells.
As shown in Fig. 4a, FSI anions were decomposed in both LHCETTE3 and LHCE-TTE4.5 electrolytes, generating Li2S, SO32−, and
COSO2− species with similar intensity distribution. X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF) imaging was performed with an incident photon energy
at 2482 eV to investigate the spatial distribution of sulfur species. As
shown in Figs. 4b and 4c, relative homogenous sulfur species
distribution was observed in both systems, indicating homogenous
FSI− derived interphase formation. Higher sulfur signal intensity in
Fig. 4c suggests more sulfur species in the interphase when using
LHCE-TTE4.5 electrolyte, which is attributed to more anions
located inside the solvation structure due to lower IZ amount in

LHCE-TTE4.5, resulting in more FSI− decomposition species and
better SEI for Li metal passivation. Therefore, compared with the
solvent derived SEI generated inside DOL/DME, which is consisting
of organic species (i.e., poly(DOL), alkoxides, etc),20,21 SEI formed
by anion reduction inside LHCEs provided better Li metal passivation, enabling uniform and dense Li deposition and higher CE.
The electrochemical performance of Li/SPAN full cells were
tested using IZ electrolytes. There are two reasons for choosing
SPAN as the cathode for this study. One is the limited oxidation
stability of IZ at high voltage charging restricted its application for
high voltage transition metal oxide cathodes, while it is not a
problem for the low voltage sulfur cathodes. Another reason is based
on the desirable properties of SPAN cathode, which has higher
reversible capacity with high sulfur utilization and stable cycling life
comparing with elemental sulfur in Li-S batteries. Commonly used
1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME electrolyte was used as a baseline for
comparison. Although DOL/DME enables better Li metal protection, as shown in Fig. 5a, the instability between the SPAN cathode
and ether electrolytes leads to fast capacity decay, similar as reported
in the literature.14,22 In contrast, LHCE electrolytes have a more
stable capacity retention (Figs. 5b and 5c), due to their good Li metal
anode protection as well as stability with the SPAN cathode.
Figure 5d depicts the long-term cycling capacity retention and
high CE of Li/SPAN cells, further indicating the superior performance of LHCE electrolytes.
To investigate the SEI composition in the cycled Li-SPAN cell,
HAXPES studies using two photon energies (2000 eV, 6000 eV)
were conducted to understand the distribution of electrolyte decomposition products at different penetration depths. The results are
summarized in Fig. 6. The top two rows presented the collected XPS
spectra at 2000 eV, corresponding to the SEI top layer. Moreover,
the bottom two rows were measured at 6000 eV, showing the SEI
inner layer compositions. Comparing S 2p spectra at 2000 eV, the
outer layers generated in both electrolytes consisted of similar
components, in good agreement with sulfur XAS results. A large
amount of SO2F and SOx species, corresponding to FSI− reduction
in LHCEs, suggested formation of FSI− derived SEI components
rather than the solvent decomposition. In addition, another decomposition product of FSI− anions, not of the solvents, LiF, was also
observed on the outer layer in large quantities. When the photon
energy was increased to 6000 eV in probing the inner layer, the
sulfur species signal was signiﬁcantly decreased, as well as the N
signals, suggesting that less FSI reduction products and less IZ
decomposition products exist in the bottom layer. At the same time,
a large amounts of Li2O and LiF were observed, which might be
attributed more to the decomposition of the FEC additive and less to
the FSI− anion. In summary, for both LHCE-TTE3 and LHCE-
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Figure 3. SEM images of deposited lithium on Cu foil in Li/Cu cells using (a)–(b) 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME, (c)–(d) LHCE-TTE3, (e)–(f) LHCE-TTE4.5.

Figure 4. (a) Sulfur K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of Cu foil with deposited lithium in Li/Cu cells. X-ray ﬂuorescence images of sulfur species
on Cu foil collected at 2482 eV using (b) LHCE-TTE3 and (c) LHCE-TTE4.5.

TTE4.5, the reduction of FEC additive generated a LiF-rich SEI,

with more FSI− derived sulfur species accumulated in the outer
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Figure 5. Room temperature charge/discharge curves of Li/SPAN cells using (a) 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME; (b) LHCE-TTE3; and (c) LHCE-TTE4.5
electrolytes; (d) long-term capacity retention and coulombic efﬁciency of Li/SPAN cells.

Figure 6. XPS spectra of Li foil harvested from cycled Li/SPAN cells using LHCE-TTE3 and LHCE-TTE4.5 measured at different photon energy.

layer, and Li2O in the bottom layer, forming a hierarchical SEI,
providing robust Li metal passivation. Interestingly, although the
electrochemical performance differences between these two LHCEs
were not signiﬁcant at room temperature, the electrochemical

performances of LHCE-TTE3 and LHCE-TTE4.5 are quite different
at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7.
Taking advantage of the high ionic conductivity of IZ-based
electrolytes at low temperature as reported in our previous work,12,13
low-temperature performance of Li/SPAN cell was further studied.
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Figure 7. (a) ionic conductivity of LHCE-TTE3 and LHCE-TTE4.5. (b) Charge-discharge voltage proﬁle of Li/SPAN cells at −20 °C (dot line) and −30 °C
(solid line) using LHCE-TTE3 (blue) and LHCE-TTE4.5 (red). (c) Li-SPAN cycling stability at −30 °C using LHCE-TTE3 (blue) and LHCE-TTE4.5 (red). (d)
EIS results of Li/SPAN cells after 50 cycles at −30 °C.

Due to the high viscosity of TTE diluent (1.43 cP at 25 °C),18 lower
ionic conductivity was observed in the LHCE-TTE4.5 electrolyte,
which has a higher ratio of TTE, as shown in Fig. 7a. However, it is
quite interesting to note that the relatively lower bulk ionic
conductivity does not necessarily translate to worse electrochemical
performance at low temperature, as reported in the literature.23 As
pointed out in previous studies, it is the SEI impedance, not the bulk
electrolyte conductivity, plays the dominating role for electrochemical performance at low temperature.24,25 Figure 7b shows the ﬁrst
cycle charge/discharge proﬁle of the Li/SPAN cells at low temperature. Higher reversible capacity was delivered when using LHCETTE4.5 at −20 °C (340.7 mAh g−1) and −30 °C (273.8 mAh g−1),
when compared with that using LHCE-TTE3 at −20 °C (231.0 mAh
g−1) and −30 °C (165.4 mAh g−1). This trend was further supported
by the low-temperature long-term cycling (Fig. 7c), in which LHCETTE4.5 delivered higher capacity with superior capacity retention.
Impedance analysis was carried out on the cells after 50 cycles at
−30 °C to understand the stability of interphase. As shown in
Fig. 7d, the charge transfer resistance (Rct) after cycling in LHCETTE3 is higher than that of LHCE-TTE4.5. Also, the SEI impedance
(RSEI) of LHCE-TTE3 is almost three times higher than that of
LHCE-TTE4.5, which is a critical factor that led to a faster capacity
decay. These results show that the advantages of a better SEI formed
in LHCE-TTE4.5 can be demonstrated more clearly at lowtemperature operations. The more stable SEI with lower impedance
could suppress undesirable side reactions more effectively, facilitate
faster ion transportation, and enable low-temperature electrochemical performance for Li/SPAN cells. Therefore, the better SEI
formed in LHCE-TTE4.5 played a critical role for the better lowtemperature performance, regardless of the slightly lower ionic

conductivity in the bulk electrolyte of LHCE-TTE4.5 than LHCETTE3. The performance difference between LHCE-TTE3 and
LHCE-TTE4.5 is negligible at room temperature (Fig. 5) but quite
signiﬁcant at low temperature (Fig. 7). We have tried to use these IZbased electrolytes for full cells using transition metal oxide cathodes
to improve their low-temperature performance. Unfortunately, the
results were not satisfactory, mainly because the oxidation stability
of IZ-based electrolytes at high operating voltage is not good
enough.
Conclusions
In summary, isoxazole-based electrolytes have been developed,
and their application for lithium metal batteries has been investigated. Isoxazole-based localized high concentration electrolytes
(LHCEs) with FEC additive can signiﬁcantly enhance the stability
and functionality of SEI, and high Coulombic efﬁciency (CE) of
98.6% was achieved, beneﬁtted from the FSI− and FEC derived
better SEI with LiF and sulfur-rich components. With a lower
isoxazole/TTE volume ratio in LHCE-TTE4.5, better SEI was
formed, resulting in a superior electrochemical performance at low
temperature. The Li/SPAN cell using LHCE-TTE4.5 delivered 340.7
mAh g−1 at −20 °C and 273.8 mAh g−1 at −30 °C, with 99.85%
capacity retention after 50 cycles at −30 °C. This work demonstrated the importance of SEI for low-temperature applications.
Compared with the bulk ionic conductivity of electrolyte, the
stability and impedance of the SEI have a signiﬁcantly greater
impact on the electrochemical performance at low temperatures.
These results provide valuable information for developing and
screening new electrolytes for low-temperature applications.
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